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mixed quantum classical 
description:

linear absorbance 
excitation energy transfer

time-resolved luminescence



-> excitation energy transfer on a fluctuating structure

-> parameters of the exciton Hamiltonian become 
     time-dependent:  

-> relation to Haken-Strobl-Reineker model

-> mixed quantum classical description 

E (t), J (t)m mn
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to density matrix theory of 
excitation energy transfer

in molecular systems

from NGF-theory 
of Bloch-electrons

 
-> Excitation Energy Transfer in Photosythetic Antennae
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Three-level model of a hydrogen bonded elastic chain
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Self-Trapping of Excitation Energy 
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butanediamine dendrimers to which up to 
32 pheophorbide-a molecules have been 
covalently linked

some importance for photodynamic therapy
(-> efficiency of singlet oxygen generation)



NAMD package
AMBER force field

33256 atoms
- 78 per Pheo

- 310 of the dendremeric 
   structure

- 3522 ethanol molecules

simulation box 
7.3nm x 8.4nm x 7.9nm

cut off radius 1.5nm
equilibration time: 100 ps

NpT-Ensemble Molecular Dynamics Simulation

P16



Mixed Quantum Classical Dynamics

Ehrenfest dynamics
-> surface hopping
-> classical path approximation



Ee

Eg

Model of Interacting Chromophores 

- electronic two-level model per chromophore

- excitonic coupling

- electrostatic interaction via charge 
distributions in the ground and excited state

- electrostatic interaction with solvent 
molecules

atomic centred 
partial charges 



Two different structures of P  formed in a single MD run. (solvent molecules are 4

not shown, point of view has been slightly changed for optimal presentation). 

120 ps

440 ps

Consideration of P  4



single chromophore excitation energies and excitonic couplings
(coupling to solvent molecules neglected)



Adiabatic exciton energies and oscillator strengths (data 
have been computed every 0.5 ps and follow from a single 
1 ns MD run). 

Square of adiabatic exciton expansion coefficients
taken every 0.5 ps . 

adiabatic (instantaneous) excitons 
energies, oscillator strengths, and expansion coefficients

(coupling to solvent molecules has been neglected)
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Adiabatic exciton energies 
and oscillator strengths 

(data have been computed 
every 0.5 ps and follow 

from a single 1 ns MD run). 

 

Solvent induced modulations 
of the single chromophore 

excitation included.



Room temperature steady state absorption of P  dissolved in 4

ethanol using different approximations.  
(averaging with respect to 40 different 1 ns MD runs, spectra 

have been normalized to their maxima)

The modulation of the single chromophore 
excitation energy by the solvent molecules is . neglected

The modulation of the single chromophore 
excitation energy by the solvent molecules is . included

adiabatic
excitons

LRT

adiabatic
excitons

LRT

measured 
data

inclusion of intra 
chromophore
vibrations
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The modulation of the single chromophore 
excitation energy by the solvent molecules is  neglected.

The modulation of the single chromophore 
excitation energy by the solvent molecules is i  ncluded.



Mixed quantum classical dynamics 
of excitation energy transfer

MD simulations with the electronic 
ground-state force field

equations of motion 
for the expansion 
coefficients 
including optical 
excitation



- solution of the time-dependent Schroedinger
  equation referring to the time-dependent 
  exciton Hamiltonian

- dynamics known from standard density matrix 
  or rate equation theories have to be expected 
  in the ensemble average

- no formation of thermal equilibrium 
  (infinite temperature limit) 
  



Excitation energy transfer dynamics characterized by the single chromophore 
populations P (t) (P (0) = d ) and averaged with respect to a 10 ps time slicem m m, 1

P1 P4

P2

P3

P3

The modulation of the 
single chromophore 
excitation energy by 
the solvent molecules 

is neglected. 

The modulation of the 
single chromophore 
excitation energy by 
the solvent molecules 

is included. 

Excitation energy transfer dynamics 
without time averagingP1

P2

P4



Linear Absorption Spectra 

complete quantum formula

estimate using the Wigner-representation 
and adiabatic excitons 

-> neglect of non-adiabatic couplings 



dynamical classical limit (DCL)

absorption signal determined 
in linear response theory



Room temperature steady state DCL absorption of P  dissolved in ethanol. 4

The modulation of the single chromophore excitation energy by the 
solvent molecules is incorporated.
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Computation of time and frequency 
resolved luminescence

full quantum formula for time and frequency gated spontaneous emission
measured under ideal time and frequency resolution



formula for a mixed quantum classical description
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Conclusions

-> mixed quantum classical description of large 
     molecular systems possible

-> exciton vibrational coupling described beyond 
     perturbation theory

-> simultaneous consideration of dynamic and 
     static disorder with atomic resolution

-> extension to ultrafast nonlinear spectra possible
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